December 13, 2005

Ivanhoe Mines welcomes decision by Mongolian Cabinet not to seek
state participation in mineral deposits discovered by private companies
ULAANBAATAR, MONGOLIA — Chairman Robert Friedland and President John Macken, on behalf of
the Ivanhoe Mines Board of Directors, today welcomed a recent decision by the Mongolian
Government’s Cabinet not to seek state participation in mineral deposits that may be discovered in the
future by privately funded exploration and mining companies.
A recent Cabinet meeting decided to support proposed changes to Mongolia’s eight-year-old Minerals
Law that would include a provision for possible future state participation only in a limited number of
mineral deposits where the Mongolian Government had previously funded geological exploration and
resource estimation work. If the government subsequently decided to exercise its right of participation,
the portion of the state interest in each eligible deposit would be equivalent in value to the amount of
state funds that had been spent on the exploration and definition of the deposit and participation would
be subject to negotiation with any private property owner. The cabinet rejected previously floated
proposals for state participation that could have resulted in stakes of up to 15% and 30% in privately
and publicly funded mineral deposits respectively. None of the previously mooted proposals had any
element of retroactivity.
The 17-member Cabinet consists of the Prime Minister and all other government ministers, including
the Finance Minister and Foreign Minister.
Mr. Friedland said that the changes as proposed would not effect Ivanhoe’s Oyu Tolgoi copper-gold
project in the South Gobi region or Ivanhoe’s current Mongolian exploration licences. Ivanhoe is
developing a new mine based on a series of deposits discovered as part of a comprehensive
exploration program that has been funded entirely by international private enterprise during the past 10
years.
“Oyu Tolgoi is not, and never has been, a state-funded deposit in any way, shape or form. Ivanhoe
plans to establish a world-scale mine that will become a central pillar of Mongolia’s modernizing
economy,” Mr. Friedland said.
When and if enacted into law by Parliament, as recommended by the Cabinet, the proposed
amendments to the current Minerals Law also would introduce a public auction system to allocate
future exploration and mining licences for areas where state-funded geological investigation or
reconnaissance works have been conducted, areas surrendered by license holders, areas where
licences have been revoked and areas for new licencing. The proposed changes also would require the
submission of environmental protection plans before mining licences are issued and establish
additional performance criteria for environmental restoration work. None of these proposals would
affect Ivanhoe’s project, which obtained its mining licence in 2004, or Ivanhoe’s current portfolio of
exploration licences.
Mr. Friedland noted that Ivanhoe will be pleased to cooperate with industry representatives and the
North America-Mongolia Business Council in reviewing and commenting in detail on the proposed
changes and other potential improvements as part of Parliament’s consideration of amendments to the
Minerals Law.
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